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Zoom Check

➔ Reactions

➔ Chat

➔ Mute/Unmute

➔ Cameras



Terms of Engagement

Workshop Participants: 

➔ Camera On

➔ Mute

➔ Use the Zoom Chat to Respond with ideas that you may 
want to contribute

➔ Click the Green Check to speak via Zoom 

Fishbowl Participants: 

➔ Camera Off

➔ Mute

➔ Engage in the Chat only 



Successful Engagement

➔ Stay engaged
➔ Speak your truth
➔ Experience discomfort
➔ Listen for understanding
➔ Expect and accept non-closure 

Adapted from Singleton, G.E.,Linton, C. (2006) Courageous Conversation about Race: A Field Guide

 for Achieving Equity in Schools. Thousand Oaks: Corwin Press.



Purpose

Engage in discussion and engagement around:

➔ NDE’s equity definition as a grounding principle for
driving its work

➔ Key insights most significant to participants
regarding definition of “globally prepared”

➔ Reflections about the significance of developing
and implementing a statewide graduate/learner
profile



Read In Advance

❏ What do Globally Competent students look like?

❏ Human Work: Learn Stuff Computers Can't Do

❏ Portrait of a Graduate: 5 Things to Keep in Mind

https://www.gettingsmart.com/2016/02/what-do-globally-competent-students-look-like/
https://www.gettingsmart.com/2020/11/human-work-learn-stuff-computers-cant-do/
https://www.gettingsmart.com/2019/07/portrait-of-a-graduate-5-things-to-keep-in-mind/


Definition of Equity

Equity is the cornerstone of the 2020 Statewide Plan 
for the Improvement of Pupils (STIP).

The 2020 STIP was developed through 
unprecedented cross-office collaboration among NDE 
staff as well as with feedback collected from the 
Listening Tour, during which NDE leaders visited all 
17 districts and the State Public Charter School 
Authority.  



NDE’s Definition of Equity

The learning needs of every student are supported in an environment where all students are valued, respected, and see 

themselves in their curriculum and instructional materials while experiencing academic success without regard to 

differences in age, gender, socio-economic status, religion, race, ethnicity, sexual orientation, ability, native language, 

national origin, or citizenship status.

In addition, we focused on inclusive language, such as:

● The STIP refers to opportunity gaps rather than achievement gaps. Opportunity gap refers to the ways in which

race/ethnicity, socioeconomic status, English proficiency, community wealth, or other factors contribute to or

perpetuate lower educational aspirations, achievement, and attainment for certain students.

● Student-first language, e.g., student from family experiencing poverty (rather than low-income student)

● Recognizing that assessments are a snapshot in time and speaking about proficiency and growth as things to be

demonstrated, rather than simply achieved. E.g., “fourth grade students demonstrated proficiency at a lower rate”

(rather than fourth grade students were less proficient)



Engagement with the National Equity Project (NEP)

Even with establishing a single definition, our work with NEP helped us recognize that we we each interpret that definition in different ways, 

for example: 

● Equity means Equal Treatment and Resources: Proponents of this viewpoint claim that treating everyone the same and providing the

same amount of resources to each student is fair and sufficient.

● Equity means Equal Access: Most everyone would agree that all children should have access to a good education. In practice, people’s

positions range from “If you are good in a subject you are allowed access to advanced courses” to “Everyone should be required to take a

college preparatory curriculum” to “Schools must provide an innovative curriculum and social environment that enable all students to

learn.”

● Equity means Equal Outcomes: This viewpoint sees equal outcomes and eliminating the predictability of success and failure based on race,

income or any other demographic as the ultimate measure of the effectiveness of our efforts.

● Equity means Political Change: Advocates of this view claim that equity in education requires political and economic reform. This view

includes the argument that we have school systems that were designed based on decent-paying low-skill jobs that no longer exist, as well

as that a system that tracks students based on race and income is unjust.

● Equity means Change in Beliefs, Prejudices, Values and Biases, both Individual and Institutional: From this point of view, people’s beliefs,

prejudices, values, and biases must be meaningfully addressed in order to eliminate individual and institutional practices and policies that

hinder students’ ability to learn.



NDE Values

Equity: The learning needs of every student are supported in an environment where all students are valued, respected, and see 

themselves in their curriculum and instructional materials while experiencing academic success without regard to differences in 

age, gender, socio-economic status, religion, race, ethnicity, sexual orientation, ability, native language, national origin, or

citizenship status

Access to Quality: Students, educators, and families have opportunities to take full advantage of Nevada’s education system, 

regardless of their zip code, district, or setting

Success: Lead the nation in the excellence and rigor of our standards, assessments, and outcomes for students and educators

Inclusivity: Learners are served in their least restrictive environment in culturally responsive and sustaining schools

Community: NDE collaborates with educators, districts, families, stakeholders, and partner agencies to lead a high-performing 

and responsive system of education for all Nevadans

Transparency: Districts, schools, and communities are served through efficient and effective use of public funds and fulfillment 

of statutory responsibilities 



Why Globally Prepared?

➔ Open-ended, not time-bound.
◆ We are already ⅕ of the way through the 21st century

➔ Flexible, not rigid.
◆ If COVID-19 has taught us anything, it’s that our preparation

needs to be adaptable

➔ About the whole person, not only the student.
◆ Cultural competency and social-emotional and academic

development are all critical to college and career readiness as

well as global citizenship



What is Globally Prepared?

Goal 1: All children, birth through third grade, have access to quality 

early care and education.

Goal 2: All students have access to effective educators.

Goal 3: All students experience continued academic growth.

Goal 4: All students graduate future-ready and globally prepared for 

postsecondary success and civic life.

Goal 5: All students have access to new and continued educational 

opportunities supported by funding that is administered transparently, 

consistently, and in accordance with legislative or grant guidelines.

Goal 6: All students and adults learn and work together in safe 

environments where identities and relationships are valued and 

celebrated.



What do globally competent students look like?

“For students to participate effectively in 
this changing world, they must understand 
it. The 21st century student will sell to the 
world, buy from the world, work for 
international companies, compete with 
people from other countries, manage 
employees from other cultures, collaborate 
with people all over the world, and solve 
global problems.”

https://www.gettingsmart.com/2016/02/what-
do-globally-competent-students-look-like/



What does successful global education look like?

“The most successful global education 
approaches recognize the attitudes, 
skills and knowledge students need to 
navigate, contribute to and flourish in 
the world — and they integrate 
activities that purposefully resolve 
opportunity gaps among students on a 
daily basis.”

https://www.gettingsmart.com/2016/02/w
hat-do-globally-competent-students-look-
like/





Characteristics of Globally Competent Students

Appreciation of culture. Students see their own cultures as strengths, seek to understand the 

cultures of others, are aware of similarities and differences among cultures, and understand that 

behaviors and values are often tied to cultures.

Evaluation of information. Students regularly question easily accessible information to seek deeper 

understanding and thoughtfully evaluate materials and perspectives, rather than accepting things at 

face value.

Cross-cultural communication skills. Students effectively exchange ideas with peers and adults from 

different backgrounds — either virtually or in person — and have the skills to enter new 

communities and spaces.



Characteristics of Globally Competent Students

Perspective taking skills. Students demonstrate curiosity and empathy and may show compassion 

for the perspectives of others.

Intelligent humility. Students understand that their knowledge is not nite and appreciate how much 

more there is to learn about the world. Students understand the grandiosity of the world and its 

complexities.

Divergent thinking. Students see alternative or original solutions to existing problems and can 

envision the world differently from how it currently exists.

Technological literacy. Students utilize and explore existing technologies to communicate and 

collaborate with others, and to learn and share new ideas and information. Students create new 

technologies or discover new uses for technologies that help them and others navigate their worlds.



Educating For Global Competence

❏ What resonates with me about NDE’s definition of global competence 
and key insights from the article? What is the connection to equity?

❏ What might I challenge or question about the definitions and insights? 
Why?

❏ What do I especially aspire to make tangible as a leader in my 
community? Why? 

Google Doc Link: https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Ag0aoGmsbXQBi-I2Onju3uXLnN7BgSHNWCzXWidYeu4/edit?usp=sharing

I’m wondering….I’m curious….I’m appreciating….I’m not yet sure about...



Discuss + Engage Learner/Graduate Profile



➔ Initial Research into Singapore System revealed shifts into 
21st century learning. Demonstrated by MOE, NIE policies 
and educator expectations

➔ Originally designed for travel, pivoted to virtual experience
➔ What might we learn that could inform or inspire next steps 

in Nevada?
➔ How might we redefine success, considering deeper learning 

and human talent, within our system? 



InspirED Global Fellowship Model

Connected Autonomy with 

a focus on Equity, 

Excellence + Student Well 

being (Fullan and Gallagher, 

2020)



InspirED Global Fellowship Model

Human Centered Design + 

Equity Lasik (Stanford 

d.school, Smith and Pom 

2019)



Singapore American School

Desired Student Learning Outcomes (DSLOs)





National Institute for Education, Singapore



Principal Conversations + School Overviews



High Tech High + VASCL



Portrait of a Graduate/
Learner Profile

➔ Clarifies common values; recognizes the 
need to redefine success 

➔ Invites innovation, looking ahead 
together

➔ Creates the “North Star” by which we 
can examine current data and begin to 
surface significant data we’re not yet 
collecting

➔ Acknowledges whole student 





Churchill County Profile of a Learner

Timeline of the Journey:

2016-2017 

Churchill County Middle School joins NV21

2018-2019  

Churchill County Middle School joins CBEN--the state’s competency-based education network pilot

District creates strategic plan through stakeholder engagement, big rocks, board commitment

Development of the Profile of a Learner

2019-2020 

District joins the CBEN as a district

Development of Learner-Centered Framework (LCF)

Board of Trustees adopts Budget model focused clear governing principles including funding the strategic plan and 

“Decisions shall be learner-centered. Budget decisions should be based on what is

best for students, not the interests of adult stakeholders.”

2020 to present

District implementation and iterations of LCF

District begins training and implementation of modernization techniques (landing pages/playlists)













Reflections

➔ Change in how we see learning (purposeful and 
focused)
◆ Stopped or are stopping Random PD, 

purchasing, lack of equity
◆ Started connection to Strat Plan and Profile
◆ Started new Budget Process
◆ Continued Staff engagement, in-class and 

learning tasks focus to instructional model

➔ What’s next?
◆ Grow and learn what’s possible
◆ Iterate



Graduate/Learner Profile

Tom Vander Ark, 
CEO, Getting Smart 

Dr. Summer Stephens, 
Superintendent, 
Churchill County



Facilitated Conversation



Wrap-Up

Respond to Google Form in the Chat, the prompts include:

➔ After participating in today’s meeting I am more curious 
about…

➔ The connection between global competence and 
learner/graduate profile work is….

➔ Data I’d like to collect to move my work ahead around these 
initiatives includes….

Link: https://forms.gle/WMnnGtLJZBQzhmwTA

https://forms.gle/WMnnGtLJZBQzhmwTA


Nevada Ready

Getting Smart Churchill County

NV Succeeds
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